EDITOR’s NOTE

Which type of blood donor is best for Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)?

Editor in Chief (B Adewuyi)

Introduction

In recent times there have been commentaries in the world transfusion literature concerning the apparent failure of blood services in SSA countries to provide adequate donor blood for use by their populations. The impression is being created that the SSA countries may be suffering lack in the midst of plenty. The plenty refers to the still strong family cohesion and the abundant family goodwill in the African culture, which translate to helping hands in the times of need. One such situation is the supposed willingness of family members to donate blood as family donors (FDs) for use by another family member who requires blood transfusion, or to replace blood, as family replacement donors (FRDs), which had been used on loan for a family member.

The Kumasi study

In Kumasi, Ghana, a study, by questionnaires, was conducted on a group of FDs1 and it was concluded that “FDs are a legitimate and important source of donor blood” in SSA. From the study, the authors also concluded that FDs are easily convertible to repeat volunteer donors just for the asking. The reason why such conversion is not happening is presumed to be the compliance by blood services in SSA with the WHO recommendation that safe and adequate supply of donor blood should be based on voluntary non-remunerated blood donation, (VNRRD). The authors seemed to suggest that the WHO recommendation is based on perhaps the wrong premise that donors other than VNRRD are less safe. They then cited some studies which show that the prevalence of TTIs is not higher in FDs than in first-time volunteer donors2, implying that FDs are at least as safe as first-time volunteer donors. Other authors adduce similar reasons, plus, in their view, the misguided wholesale importation into SSA, of techniques applicable to developed countries, for the inadequacy of donor blood in SSA, in spite of heavy external donor funding, and call for a review of donor funding policy by the donor agencies.3

The dynamics of the FD system in SSA

While it feels good for African family culture to be applauded, we wish to point out some misconceptions about the FD system, and to suggest the true reasons for persistent donor blood shortages in SSA. First we need to emphasise that FDs are not voluntary or altruistic. There is often an element of coercion, even when the FDs are genuine family members. In other FDs, as observed by other authors1,3 there are “hidden payments” in the system, due to relative poverty, and there is no intention by the FD to continue donating blood on voluntary basis. In fact our experience is that it is sometimes easier to recruit VNRRD from donation-naive low-risk persons than for spurious FDs who have taste monetary benefits from blood donation, to be turned into volunteers. Although there are some genuine FDs such as the ones studied in Kumasi, there are many spurious FDs and actual paid donors, (PDs) who disguise, with family connivance, as family members, and it is near impossible to distinguish one from another. Secondly, there are studies, other than the ones cited by the Kumasi group, which show that TTII prevalence is higher in PDs and FDs, than in volunteer donors.5,6,7 PDs may therefore not be as safe as desirable, especially for SSA. This is because testing for TTII in donor blood in SSA is at a relatively lower technical level, far below the NAT standard in developed countries. In fact reliance is often placed on mere rapid kit testing.8 The question is, should we continue, by promoting the FD system, to worsen safety in favour of adequacy? Thirdly, PDs and FDs are prepared to be dishonest not only about their family conical, but also about their lifestyle and health status, and their contact address, making donor assessment and selection unreliable, and traceability impossible. In any case a lot of transfusion is done as emergencies in SSA, the very scenario in which the FD system is not helpful. Galvanizing true family donors takes time, and once the family sees that emergency transfusion has been given, supposedly on loan, the motivation for replacement diminishes.

Lastly, we wish to state that the persistence of shortages of donor blood in SSA is not due to blind compliance with WHO recommendation on VNRRD. In fact the truth is that most countries are not able to stick to that recommendation. The true reason for blood shortages is that the economy of many SSA countries is too weak or the political will is too low to establish and sustain structures for the recruitment and retention of VNRRD. This is why those SSA countries that continue to receive external donor funding have farred better than others in the recruitment of VNRRD, and the adequacy of national blood supply. They have also been better able to phase out the FD system with the improvement in VNRRD collections. Examples of such success stories include Uganda, Rwanda, Zambia, Malawi, and Namibia, and of course Zimbabwe and South Africa.

In conclusion, FD system in SSA should be regarded as a temporary second-best arrangement, that has to be tolerated until proper structures can be established for VNRRD, which remains the safest for SSA, as elsewhere. Glorification of the FD system will send wrong signals to our governments who are expected to take over the funding of blood services from external donor funders.

Recommendations

We urge the blood services in SSA to take it as their responsibility to provide safe blood for their patients rather than passing the burden to patients’ families. We also urge national governments in SSA to revise their budget priorities in favour of blood safety and sufficiency. Finally, we appeal to our funding partners to be patient with us, and to please continue their assistance until we can stand on our own.
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